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“Keep your thoughts positive
because your thoughts become your words.
Keep your words positive
because your words become your behaviour.
Keep your behaviour positive
because your behaviour becomes your habits.
Keep your habits positive
because your habits become your values.
Keep your values positive
because your values become your destiny."

INTEGRITY
PLEDGE
FOR CITIZENS
I, therefore, Pledge:
To follow
l

probity and rule of law in all walks of life;

l
To neither

take nor offer bribe;

l
To perform
l
To act

all tasks in an honest and transparent manner;

in public interest;

l
To lead

by example exhibiting integrity in personal behaviour;

l
To report

any incident of corruption to the appropriate agency.
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MESSAGE
The Vigilance Awareness observed each year by the Central Vigilance
Commission affirms Commission's commitment to promotion of integrity and
probity in public life through citizen participation.
“Integrity – way of life” has been chosen as the theme for the Vigilance
Awareness Week this year by the Commission. Integrity and Ethics form the
foundational pillars of a nation and national development takes place when
individuals and organizations are committed to integrity as a core value.
Combating corruption is not just a matter of making laws and creating institutions,
but is deeply rooted in human values and morals of individuals. Cultivating ethical
values is essential for building a New India.
The Commission believes that this theme would help draw the attention of
all sections of society especially the youth of the significance of ethical conduct in
the building of an honest, non discriminatory and corruption free society.
The Commission's initiatives like the taking of voluntary Integrity Pledge,
Integrity Clubs in schools and colleges, mass awareness campaigns are efforts to
motivate people to observe ethical behavior in everyday life.
The Commission appeals to all to inculcate integrity as a way of life for the
realisation of the full potential of the individual and progress of the nation.

(Sharad Kumar)
Central Vigilance Commissioner
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MESSAGE
Vigilance Awareness Week is celebrated in the week around 31st October.
The significance of 31st October is that it is the birthday of the Bismarck of India,
Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel. He represents the best values in the Indian tradition so far
as governance is concerned. He integrated the country and also was a shining
example of probity in public life.
The CVC has chosen “Integrity – way of life” as the theme for this year. It is an
important occasion to reenergize a mass movement against corruption. This can
be accomplished through informed discussions and awareness outreach
programmes and action plan for the year ahead.
Swami Vivekananda had said “Tell the truth boldly, whether it hurts or not.
Never pander to weakness. If truth is too much for intelligent people and sweeps
them away, let them go; the sooner the better.” Integrity is the key foundation for
ethical behaviour and accountability. Having integrity helps foster an open and
positive work environment and an ethical approach to decision-making.
I compliment Vigilance organization for releasing this year's 'SANKALP' with
new and relevant issues. The contents of Sankalp bulletin of SWR will be useful to all
in promoting vigilance consciousness amongst railway persons and inspiring them
to perform their duties with integrity.
I hope all my SWR brothers and sisters would adopt integrity in all walks of
life. Let's lead by self example.

A.K. SINGH
GENERAL MANAGER
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MESSAGE
Vigilance Awareness Week is observed every year as a part of the
multipronged approach against corruption, with the key strategy to encourage all
stakeholders to collectively participate in the prevention of, and the fight against
corruption and to raise public awareness regarding the existence, cause and
gravity of and the threat posed by corruption.
During the course of the Vigilance Awareness Week 2019 and throughout
the year that follows, government organizations, in the pursuit of promoting
integrity, probity and ethics would pay special attention to the theme of
“Integrity – A Way of life” decided by the Central Vigilance Commission.
Transparency, accountability, minimal discretion, reduced public interface,
technology based procurement and automation are to be internalized
into the organizational philosophy for making right strides towards the
dream of “Integrity – A Way of life”.
Clear intent of the organization towards zero tolerance for corruption when
conveyed to all stakeholders i.e. staff, operational partners and public at large
through seminars, debates, panel discussion, etc, leaves an indelible mark on their
psyche. I hope that the Railway will undertake the aforesaid activities in an
organized manner during the Vigilance Awareness Week 2019 for maximum
impact.
I sincerely wish that the efforts put in by the Railway in publishing the special
edition of the Vigilance Bulletin would spread awareness amongst all functionaries
at different levels and go a long way in creating an eco-system which is free from
corruption.

Ramesh Kumar Jha
Principal Exec. Director (Vig.)
& Chief Vigilance Officer
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MESSAGE
It is heartening to note that the South Western Railway Vigilance
Organisation is observing Vigilance Awareness Week 2019 from
28.10.2019 to 02.11.2019 and releasing 'SANKALP' – Vigilance Bulletin on
the occasion. I convey my best wishes for the Vigilance team for this
earnest effort.
The captioned theme “Integrity – a way of life” selected by the
Central Vigilance Commission for the occasion, is need for the hour for
upbringing the society as a whole and the Railway work force in
particular, for the unblemished projection of Indian Railways in
propagating righteous working culture among all its fraternity.

The selected theme is more apt with concurrent celebration of
Mahatma Gandhiji's 150th birth anniversary, in upholding the morality,
integrity, uprightness and helping attitude of railwaymen for sustained
service to the nation.

B. B. SINGH
Addl. General Manager
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FOREWORD
This year we are observing the 20th Vigilance Awareness Week. In the past 20
years, this awareness observation week has grown itself to gigantic dimensions,
acquiring concrete but stereotype patterns and a ritualistic scope. Superficial
awareness (without conviction) has tendency to degenerate into contemptuousness.
It's high time, now, to review the effectiveness and utility of awareness drives,
going beyond awareness, to imbibing mechanisms. The hitherto adopted routes of
vigilance for tackling corruption through increasing transparency, doing away
discretionary powers, RTI, leveraging technology, etc have not yielded desired and
effective dividends. Hence these paths travelled in the past or the existing tools adopted
to deal corruption, and considered as effective hitherto, need to be introspected now.
Obviously, to move to higher levels of Honesty, better Ethics and agreed levels of
Integrity, different offbeat innovative vigilance solutions are to conceived, tested and
developed.
The internet and the web have already linked each and every entity on the
planet. Misinformation, disinformation and fake news are already bigger pollutants
resulting out of this linkage. Data and information alone have no utility, until wisdom or
value out of same is derived. The technological advances are making a select few
dreadfully powerful, highly inaccessible but also too vulnerable. The years ahead could
see drastic change in the very values, ethical standards and definitions of honesty.
As the world would be growing more and more complex and centralized, we
may have to make conscious efforts for increasing trust and respect for fellow human
beings. We need to recognize, gather, and relish the largely scattered bits and pieces of
integrity seen in daily life and nourish the same to grow. Trust is the biggest killer of
corruption.
On the other front, need exist to unify and consolidate plethora of anti corruption
wings & organizations. The justice delivery system has to tune its mindset to reduce
misplaced sympathies while dealing corruption cases and encourage departmental
enquiry system. Similarly, law enforcement agencies have to develop confidence in
public as protector of honesty, as well improve their own credibility on integrity front.
Valuing, fellow human beings, per se, is definitely a sure solution.

(RAJIV SAXENA)
SDGM &CVO
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

“To give real service, you must add something which cannot be
bought or measured with money, and that is sincerity and integrity.”
To commemorate the observance of Vigilance Awareness
Week 2019, this special issue of “SANKALP” has been prepared on
theme “Integrity – a Way of Life.
Improving ethical values amongst the employees and
educating them to create awareness against corruption is perhaps the
most important tool through which Vigilance can make greater
headway towards the goal of eradicating corruption.
Based on the Vigilance Awareness Week theme of the year, we
have tried our best to bring out thoughts and ideas in a presentable
way. This issue contains variety of articles, case studies and
disseminating information on vigilance activities.
I, on behalf of Vigilance organisation, express my gratitude to all
of you who have contributed their best work to the Sankalp and
making this issue very special indeed.
We invite our readers to share their views, experiences and
feedback.

(NITISH KUMAR RANJAN)
Dy.CVO/E/SWR/UBL
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DISCLAIMER
THIS BOOKLET IS ONLY INDICATIVE AND IS BY NO
MEANS EXHAUSTIVE. NOR IT IS INTENDED TO BE A
SUBSTITUTE FOR RULES, PROCEDURES AND EXISTING
INSTRUCTIONS /GUIDELINES ON THE SUBJECT. THE
PROVISIONS HEREIN DO NOT IN ANY WAY SUPERSEDE
THE RULES CONTAINED IN ANY OF THE RAILWAY
CODES AND THE CIRCULARS REFERRED TO HEREIN
SHOULD BE READ BOTH INDIVIDUALLY AND IN
CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER RELEVANT POLICY
CIRCULARS FOR PROPER APPRECIATION OF THE ISSUES
INVOLVED. THIS BOOKLET ALSO SHOULD NOT BE
PRODUCED IN ANY COURT OF LAW AND WHEREVER
NECESSARY, REFERENCE SHOULD ALWAYS BE MADE TO
THE ORIGINAL ORDER ON THE SUBJECT. THE VIEW
EXPRESSED BY VARIOUS AUTHORS HEREIN ARE THEIR
PERSONAL VIEWS AND DO NOT REPRESENT ANY
OFFICIAL STAND OR POSITION.
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INTEGRITY- A WAY OF LIFE
by Aneesh Hegde IRTS
OSD to MoSR, Belagavi

A quote often attributed to Socrates, says 'the beginning of wisdom is the
definition of terms'. Following this approach, let us first try and understand what is
meant by 'Integrity'. The oldest dictionary of USA the Merriam Webster], defines
Integrity as:
1. Firm adherence to a code of especially moral or artistic values:
incorruptibility
2. An unimpaired condition : soundness
3. The quality or state of being complete or undivided : completeness
It is the first definition that is perhaps, widely popular. Integrity, as a value is
deemed synonymous with honesty as well as selflessness from which stems the
credibility of a person or an institution. It is also one of the seven principles
established in the first report of 'Committee on Standards in Public Life', 1994[2]
popularly known as Nolan Committee. The Committee defined the principle of
Integrity as 'Holders of public office should not place themselves under any
financial or other obligation to outside individuals or organisations that might seek
to influence them in the performance of their official duties'. This is a very important
requirement for a public official.
It simply means that to practise integrity in public life and function impartially,
i.e., without fear or favour the holder of such an office should not be beholden to
the lure of illicit gains. The holders of public office, especially at higher positionsthose involved in policy making, have the ability to influence the course of
administrative history of the nation through their action for the better or worse of
the entire nation. It is therefore very essential, to embed integrity as a cardinal
principle in our minds and hearts so that our acts and decisions are taken in the
interest of the entire society, always and every time.
Violation of integrity at an individual level may corrupt the individual. At an
institutional level, it violates the freedom and rights of the society as a whole.
Consider an example: a public official heading an organisation decides to favour
the specifications of a work to suit the requirement of certain specific
individuals/clients/firms (to the exclusion of others!). The act of corruption may not
be seen in a straightforward manner. However, the fruits of such an act would have
a bearing on excluding the other firms/clients/individuals from fair participation. It
goes against the ethos of inclusive growth, too.
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Going back to the definition of the term 'Integrity' the third definition also
appeals to us. The dictionary defines 'Integrity' as the state of being 'complete'. The
one that is complete is also content. Such an entity would not be deficient in any
aspect or attribute. Say, if a person's mind or heart is content, his/her desires would
be minimal. The excess of any desire such as lust or greed-the primary drivers of acts
of corruption/wrongdoing to attain gratification even in a perverted way-would
be absent in such a person. Recently former Lokayukta N. Santosh Hegde
lamented that 'greed was responsible for the decline of social values'. The same is
echoed in a verse from the Isha/Ishavasya Upanishad, roughly paraphrased as
'You are the fullness. There is fullness, here is fullness. From the fullness, the fullness is
born. Remove the fullness from the fullness and the fullness alone remains'.
Values, like humanity are essentially Kantian. That is to say, that a value is not
a vehicle to gain another end (especially material). Thus, as the famous thinker
Nassim Nicholas Taleb said it would be blatantly wrong if one is ethical to become
successful [5]. Integrity, as a value is to be practised and lived… displaying a
coherence and harmony in one's thought, word and deed. As the Mahatma had
said that his life was his message, so ought the message of integrity to emanate
from the being and doing of all the public servants of India. Would cultivating
integrity as the way of life not be the greatest tribute on his 150th Birth Anniversary?

REFERENCES:
1. Https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/integrity accessed on 24.09.2019
at 12:52 PM
2. Https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of public life/the-7
principles-of public-life--2 accessed on 24.09.2019 at 12:52 PM
3. Https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Mangalore/greed responsible for-decline-in
social values/article26576012.ece accessed on 24.09.2019 at 12:52 PM
4. Https://www.awakeningstate.com/spiritual-awakening/om purnamadah-purnamidam
mantra/accessed on 24.09.2019 at 12:52 PM
5. “Act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of
any other, never merely as a means to an end, but always at the same time as an end.”
Immanuel Kant, Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals/On a Supposed Right to Lie
Because of Philanthropic Concernshttps://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/11038.
Immanuel_Kant accessed on 24.09.2019 at 12:52 PM
6. Someone saying "ethics is good for success" is missing the entire point of ethics.
Https://www.facebook.com/nntaleb/posts/someone-saying ethics-is-good-for-success-is
missing-the-entire-point-of ethics/10153784942513375/accessed on 24.09.2019 at 12:52 PM
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2.0

LIVING A LIFE OF INTEGRITY
by Brett & Kate McKay
Source: Internet

The word integrity is related to the roots of words like “integrate” and
“entire.” In Spanish it is rendered “integro,” meaning whole. Integrity thus implies
the state of being complete, undivided, intact, and unbroken. Such a state
contrasts with one that is scattered, fragmented, and incomplete. In writing this
article, I was struck by the way in which integrity pulls together so many of the other
things we have discussed on the Art of Manliness. Integrity is really the bond that
holds a man's other virtues together; it is the mark of a man who has successfully
integrated all good principles. His life is a unified whole.
Why Live with Integrity
It's Easier
It may not seem like it at first blush, but living with integrity is easier than living a
deceitful life. While making unethical decisions is often easier in the short term, it
eventually takes its toll. There's no real happiness to be found in struggling to
remember your lies, living in fear of getting caught, and not feeling like you truly
earned your reward. It's empty and stressful. Bernie Madoff may have lived high on
the hog, but did he really enjoy his wealth knowing that one day his house of cards
would collapse? Living with integrity brings wholeness and peace. Your
conscience can rest easy, and you can look at yourself in the mirror with pride.
It Builds Trust
A man of integrity is a man others can count on. They know he will do what he
says he will do. He is promoted at work because he can be trusted with greater
responsibility. His wife knows that when he says he's working late, he really is. His
friends feel comfortable opening up to him and turning to him in times of crisis.
When you choose to live with integrity, all of your relationships will be healthier,
stronger, and more satisfying.
It Serves As A Basis For Value Judgements
The questions given above raise some sticky issues. Every day we are faced
with similar dilemmas. A commitment to live a life of integrity allows you clarity
when you have to make hard choices. You won't be at war with yourself over which
path to choose. Instead, you'll experience the confidence that comes with having
every aspect of your life knit together in a unity of purpose.
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Practicing Integrity
Living a life of integrity is a daily process that's doesn't end until your life does.
Here are some ways to develop integrity:
Decide Now, Not Later.
Many men have not thought through their personal value system. They're not
sure who they are or what they stand for, and they wait until the breaking of a crisis
to make their decision. At that point, it's too late. Faced then with great pressure,
you will be more prone to take the route which is easier in that moment. Decide
now what you will and will not compromise on. Then, when faced with ethical
choices, the decision will have already been made.
Quit The Rationalizations.
There's always a million reasons to compromise your integrity. You hear them
on the news every day as corporate bigwigs struggle to justify their fat bonus
checks. You can always come up with justifications that seemingly make good
sense and let you sleep better at night. But at the end of the day, when you place
your rationalizations on a scale next to integrity, you'll realize you sold out
something priceless for a measly pittance. There's nothing more valuable than your
good name and the ability to look at yourself in the mirror each day with a clear
conscience.
Don't Take The First Step.
When a great man falls from grace, we often wonder how he could have
ever messed up so royally. The truth is that he didn't wake up one day and decide
to commit an egregious blunder. It started with a little fudging here, a tiny bit of
lying there. From there he just kept on sliding down the slippery slope of
compromise. Don't compromise on the little things, and you won't on the bigger
ones.
Don't Justify The Means For The End.
This is probably the most popular rationalization for breaking with your
integrity. In reality, the journey towards an accomplishment or decision is just as
important as the destination itself. Even if you are richly rewarded at the end, if you
cannot look back on the means used to get there with anything but shame, your
victory will be hollow indeed.
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Take Personal Responsibility For You Life.
At the heart of integrity is the ability to own up to the fact that you are in
control of your life. You are responsible for both your successes and your failures.
Nobody else but you.
Living A Life Of Integrity
Integrity is a value that we should strive for in all areas of your life. Here are
some of the areas and situations where it should always be applied:
Integrity Within Yourself
I once read an acquaintance's blog in which he wrote of running into
someone at a bar and struggling to remember what story he had told her about
himself. Apparently, he enjoys telling people that he meets at bars and such that
he is different people-a pilot, a doctor, a soldier, etc. He said that it sometimes gets
hard to remember who he told what.
While this is an extreme example, how many men do you know who act like
social chameleons; they are a different guy with you, a different guy at home, a
different guy at work, a different guy when travelling, ect. Instead of being a single
self, they live as multiple selves, transforming into who they think each group wants
them to be. William James, the philosopher and psychologist, said that men have
“as many different social selves as there are distinct groups of persons about whose
opinion he cares.”
Even if you aren't outright lying like my acquaintance, turning on some
alternate persona in different situations can be exhausting. You end up feeling
fragmented and confused as to who you really are. No relationship should require
you to pretend to be someone you're not. If people don't like who you really are,
why would you want to be friends with them in the first place?
The first step towards integrity is being honest with yourself. Be who are. Say
what you mean. Do what you say you will do. Don't just walk the walk; talk the talk.
Integrity At Work
l
Put in 40 hours of work for 40 hours of pay.

You're getting paid to do a job, not goof around. There are of course
exceptions; you may be done with one project and have nothing to do until
you get your next assignment. But if you're supposed to be working on
something, you shouldn't be watching March Madness games.
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l
Don't take credit for others' success.

Never take someone's idea and pitch it as your own. And don't jump on a
wagon at the end of a successful ride that you didn't contribute to.
l
Be transparent.

Make your deals as transparent as possible. Don't leave out things that
the other party is going to hate you for later when they figure out what they
really signed.
l
Don't steal supplies.

Yeah, the corporation you work for doesn't pay you enough. And yeah,
no one is going to miss that box of paperclips. But it's still stealing, buddy.
l
Avoid situations where you'll have a conflict of interest.

If you're caught in something that prevents you from making completely
honest decisions, get out.
l
If your company pressures you to make unethical decisions, walk away.

It's not true every man has a price; a man of integrity prizes his character
above monetary security. Is it possible to make it in your career field while
having true integrity? Yes, but only if you're the best at what you do. You'll
always need to be a cut above the guys who take shortcuts to get ahead.

The world will not be destroyed
by those who do evil,
but by those who watch
them without doing anything.
– Albert Einstein
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3.0

VIGILANCE AWARENESS QUIZ
A Quiz conceptualized, designed and made by
Shri GOPINATH MALLAYA, PCEE/SWR

1) What does CVC stands for?
2) Who is the present Chief Vigilance Commissioner of India?
3) Which year was the CVC created by the Government of India ?
4) Who are the three members of the three man committee who recommend
nominations for the post of Central Vigilance Commissioner?
5) What is the term of the CVC?
6) What is the theme of this year's vigilance awareness week?
7) In respect of Global corruption what does the term “CPI” stand for?
8) Which International organization has coined the term CORRUPTION
PERCEPTIONS INDEX ?
9) Where is Transparency International headquartered ?
10) Which is the least corrupt country as per Transparency International's
Corruption Perception Index?
11) Which is the most corrupt country in terms as per Corruption Perception Index ?
12) What is India's ranking in terms of Corruption Perception Index ?
13) LGILELA
14) OROXIETTN
15) IOTUCDNCMS
16) RRIBYEB
17) DRUNETLFAU
18) ENIYTRIGT
19) APRYCRNETSAN
20) YNTOESH
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21) MORALITY WILL UPLIFT WHEN A_ _ _ _ _E NO LONGER EXISTS
clue : seven letter word meaning “greed”
22) INTEGRITY IS THE BEST THING TO DO WHEN NO ONE IS W_ _ _ _ _ _ G.
Clue: eight letter word meaning “observing”
23) INTEGRITY IS CHOOSING YOUR THOUGHTS AND ACTION BASED ON V_ _ _ _S
RATHER THAN PERSONAL GAIN
Clue : six letter word meaning “ethics”
24) WISDOM IS KNOWING THE RIGHT PATH TO TAKE. I _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y IS TAKING IT.
Clue: Nine letter word meaning “honesty”.
25) IF YOU CAN'T DETERMINE RIGHT FROM WRONG THEN YOU LACK E_ _ _ _ _Y NOT
RELIGION
Clue : Seven letter word meaning the ability to understand and share the
feeling of another
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EVIDENTIARY STANDARD IN
DEPARTMENTAL DISCIPLINARY ACTION
by Shaju A Francis,
Sr .Vigilance Officer, SWR

1. The Dilemma:
Generally, the officials drafted to work in Vigilance organisation would
have little experience in and exposure to DAR proceedings (and other
departmental actions), it's principles and procedure. Naturally, even when
they find that somebody has indulged in corruption/serious misconduct, it is
difficult for them to assess whether the available evidences would be
sufficient to establish the charge. The Inquiry Officials (IO) and the
Disciplinary Authorities (DA) also often find themselves in a similar dilemma.
To aggravate the problem, from their observation of the (outside) world and
reading about the cases adjudicated in courts etc., most of them would
have a notion bordering on conviction that without hard evidence nothing
gets proved. It is in this context, it becomes imperative that one familiarise
himself/herself with the principles governing departmental action and the
standard of evidence prescribed for the same.
2. The Nature and Principles of Dar:
I.

Scope:
Administrative action (such as warning, counselling), which is not a
penalty under DAR, can be taken against an official for shortcomings /minor
lapses on his part by any of his superiors. The provisions of DAR do not apply to
such administrative actions as such.
DAR deals with misconduct of Railway officials within the meaning of
Railway Servants (Conduct) Rules. While all crimes within the meaning of IPC
and PC Act constitute misconduct, all acts of misconduct need not
necessarily be a crime. Though normally crimes cannot be investigated by
Railway Vigilance or departmentally, based on the conviction of an official
by a competent court he/she can be taken up under DAR by the DA.
However, it is also possible to take up an official under DAR for misconduct
on account of a wrongful action and prosecute him simultaneously for the
same wrongful action when such actions also constitute a crime under
IPC/PC Act.

ii.

Powers:
DAR proceedings are quasi judicial in nature with the DA being a quasi
judicial authority having the powers of a Civil Court. The same applies to
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inquiry and the IO as well. In addition, an IO is empowered to ensure the
attendance of the witnesses including non-Railway persons as per the
provisions of The Departmental Inquiries (Enforcement of Attendance....)
Act though the procedure is a bit cumbersome. A quasi judicial authority is
an administrative entity with powers and procedures resembling a court of
law. However, it is not bound by strict rules of procedure.
iii. Principle :
An official can be pronounced guilty of misconduct only on the basis of
evidence. Though departmental proceedings need not be carried out in
accordance with the rules applicable to judicial proceedings and the
Indian Evidence Act as such is not applicable to DAR, the principles of
natural justice are to be followed.
iv. Procedure:
The requirement of natural justice will be met if the rules and provisions of
DAR, which have been formulated with a view to ensuring natural justice,
are adhered to. Natural justice cannot be invoked for going beyond or
round the scope of rules at any stage. Though the DAR proceedings should
confirm to principles of natural justice, it should not be over legalistic, which is
seemingly a position also reflected by the rule that Law Assistants entitled to
act as legal practitioners are debarred from acting as Defence Helper of
the delinquent officials.
v. Judicial review:
The standard of evidence applicable to DAR being 'preponderance of
probability' (which is discussed later in this article), courts are precluded from
reviewing the findings of the DA , the reliability or adequacy of the evidence
on which they rest or the quantum of punishment , provided the principles of
natural justice have been followed.
vi. The standard of evidence:
The standard of evidence prescribed for DAR is 'preponderance of
probability' rather than 'evidence beyond reasonable doubt', as mentioned
in IRVM (para 805).
vii. Different standards of evidence:
Depending upon the degree of certainty of the truth, the spectrum of
the standards of evidence ranges from 'some evidence', 'to beyond
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reasonable doubt', the intermediate standards being 'reasonable
indication', 'reasonable suspicion', 'reasonable to believe', 'probable cause',
'some credible evidence', 'preponderance of evidence/probability', 'clear
and convincing evidence', 'beyond reasonable doubt' in the order of
degree of certainty of truth.
3. Why preponderance of probability for DAR:
The standard of evidence to be adopted is determined based on the
gravity of the assertion/ charge to be proved, the kind, the severity and the
consequences of the action to be taken i.e. either administrative,
departmental punitive action or criminal punishment. The more severe the
action/punishment, the standard of evidence the higher. While reasonable
indication/suspicion may be sufficient for taking a purely administrative
action like cancelling a recruitment exam or departmental exam, for taking
punitive action for misconduct, the maximum of which is only dismissal from
service, the standard of preponderance of probability is sufficient. However,
as the maximum punishment for a crime is imprisonment (sometimes, capital
punishment), the required evidentiary standard is much higher evidence
beyond reasonable doubt'.
Extending this theory further, one can say that for taking administrative
action against an official like counselling, which is not a punitive action,
evidence of a standard lower than preponderance of probability may do.
Further, even within the standard of evidence required for punitive action for
taking DAR action, the standard of evidence required for minor penalties
can be lower than that required for major penalties.
4. Preponderance of probability:
This standard is met if the proposition (the charge levelled against the
official) is more likely to be true than not. Though it is possible that the facts of
the case (the events, incidents, circumstances etc., based on which the
charge is sought to be proved) may lend themselves to more than one
logical explanation, the more likely logical explanation is the one showing
the charged official's guilt.
It is to be noted that, the principle of preponderance of probability is to
be applied for drawing an inference from the facts as distinct from for
establishing the facts themselves for which a higher standard of evidence
may be required. The standard is applied in persuading that the more likely
logical inference that can be drawn from the facts is the charged official's
guilt.
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In departmental cases the evidences will be mostly circumstantial. Unlike
in the case of direct evidence, in the case of circumstantial evidence
reliance is to be placed on inference to connect the conclusion (charge) to
the facts. Circumstantial evidence is merely consistent with an assertion but
does not rule out other explanations. Hence, adopting the standard of
preponderance of probability is more suitable in departmental cases.
In contrast to the preponderance of probability, the standard required in
criminal prosecution is evidence beyond reasonable doubt where no other
logical explanation of the facts than the one establishing the charge of the
facts is possible.
5. Burden of proof:
As per Indian Evidence Act, the spirit of which is to be followed in
departmental proceedings (para 818 of IRVM 2006 ), the burden of proof is
the obligation of a party to produce evidence that will prove its claim or its
assertion. In the case of departmental proceedings, it is for the prosecution
(the DA's side) to prove the charges rather than for the charged official to
disprove the charges though the prosecution has not produced sufficient
evidence in support of the charge. However, over the inquiry the burden
may shift. It is very important to note that under what circumstances the
burden of proof will shift to the charged official.
6. Other important points:
(i) In the light of above observations, one can also draw an inference that
though an official is exonerated of the charge of a crime by a court , the
corresponding charge of misconduct could be proved in DAR
proceedings based on the same set of evidence and witnesses as in the
court case. This will also make it amply clear that the evidence in DAR
need not be capable of standing judicial scrutiny.
(ii) In this regard, it is also to be borne in mind that there may not be anything
called absolutely indisputable or incontrovertible evidence. Even the
testimony of an eye witness, which is normally regarded as a direct
evidence of highest standard, may be called into question given that
physical memory of a person can alter over a period of time and he/she
may speak untruth against his/her conviction and intent.
(iii) It is also pertinent to note that with respect to DAR cases where the
charge is misconduct attracting vigilance angle, for consideration of the
motive of the underlying act of the charged official and the adequacy
of evidence, the guidelines given by CVC ( Circular No 12/10/16) in the
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light of a Supreme Court verdict to the effect that, as direct evidence of
corruption may not be forthcoming in every case, it is for the DA to
determine whether a pattern has emerged on the basis of which an
inference that an officer was actuated by extraneous considerations in
doing the underlying act/taking the underlying decision can be drawn,
could be a touch stone
Conclusion:
Realising the zeitgeist and the need to go full steam against corruption, we
must fully exploit the enabling and favourable provisions as indicated in the
preceding paragraphs and others, at the same time keeping in view that the DAR
proceedings are far more rigorous than any administrative processes.

FEAR
It is said that before entering the sea
a river trembles with fear.
She looks back at the path she has traveled,
from the peaks of the mountains,
the long winding road crossing forests and villages.
And in front of her,
she sees an ocean so vast,
that to enter
there seems nothing more than to disappear forever.
But there is no other way.
The river cannot go back.
Nobody can go back.
To go back is impossible in existence.
The river needs to take the risk
of entering the ocean
because only then will fear disappear,
because that's where the river will know
it's not about disappearing into the ocean,
but of becoming the ocean.
Khalil Gibran (1883-1931)
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5.0

“INTEGRITY” - A WAY OF LIFE
-by Mrs.Joy Susan Lincoln,
Steno, Sr.DSTE/O/UBL/SWR

I.

Introduction:

1) Definition:
Integrity, as defined by the dictionary, is “the quality of being honest or
having strong moral principles.” People with integrity are generally known to
be trustworthy, honest, and kind. Honesty and integrity are defined as
qualities that allow an individual to do the right thing as often and as much as
possible, and when they have done the wrong thing they admit to what they
have done.
2) Origin :
The word 'integrity' comes from Latin word 'integer', which means
'wholeness'. This wholeness can be described as internal consistency,
combining beliefs, words, and actions. Consistency is often related to a
situation with external pressure to revise opinion or action. In many situations,
there is strong pressure from authorities, colleagues, or common opinion to
agree with a rival recommendation or at least to accept it without
objections. The external pressure is not necessarily negative; it might be a
temptation, a positive opportunity but one implying abandonment of
important personal beliefs. Integrity is manifested by expressing and
following a personal position rather than adjusting and conforming to
external demands.
ii.

The Present Scenario:
We live in a world where integrity isn't talked about nearly enough. We
live in a world where “the end justifies the means” has become an
acceptable school of thought for far too many. Sales people over promise
and under deliver, all in the name of making their quota for the month.
Applicants exaggerate in job interviews because they don't want the board
of directors to replace them. Entrepreneurs overstate their pro formas
because they want the highest valuation possible from an investor. Investors
understate a company's value in order to negotiate a lower valuation in a
deal. Customer service representatives cover up a mistake they made
because they are afraid the client will leave them. Employees call in “sick”
because they don't have any money paid time off when they actually just
need to get their festive shopping done. The list could go on and on, and in
each case the person committing the act of dishonesty told themselves they
had a perfect valid reason why the end result justified their lack of integrity.
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It may seem like people can gain quickly and easily if they are willing to
cut corners and act without the constrains of morality. Dishonesty may
provide instant gratification in the moment but it will never last. I can think of
several examples of people without integrity who are successful and who
win without ever getting caught, which creates a false perception of the
path to success that one should follow. After all, each person in the
examples above could have gained the result they wanted in the moment,
but unfortunately, that momentary result comes at an incredibly high price
with far reaching consequences. That person has lost their ability to be
trusted as a person of integrity, which is the most valuable quality anyone
can have in their life.
III. “integrity Is An Achievement, Not A Gift”:
If I could teach only one value to live by, it would be this, “Success will
come and go, but integrity is forever”. Ethics and success are deeply linked.
Ethics are the foundation on which long-term success is built. Integrity is
defined as the adherence to moral and ethical principles. Integrity is,
therefore, the result of strong ethics. It is a quality I strive to uphold. Building a
reputation of integrity takes years, but it takes only a second to lose, so never
allow yourself to ever do anything that would damage your integrity.
Personal integrity has its concrete definition and its driving motivation. Its
achievement, in matters of conduct, carries with it a peculiar problem.
Integrity, therefore, is an inclusive virtue. Anyone who develops it does so by
decision and by choice. If individual integrity is a moral virtue, then it is a
special sort of virtue. One cannot be solely concerned with one's own
integrity, or there would be no object for one's concern. Thus integrity seems
to be a higher-order virtue. Integrity is the foundation of character.
IV. Individual And Professional Integrity
The integrity of individuals describes the space within which persons
realize their identity in their fundamental roles as members of specific moral
communities and traditions, as legal subjects, and as citizens in a specific
political community. Individual integrity is encouraged and rewarded in all
societies because of its importance to social commerce. At the individual
level, integrity is more than ethics; it is all about the character of the
individual. It is those characteristics of an individual that are consistently
considerate, compassionate, transparent, honest, and ethical. A person of
integrity is willing to bear the consequences of his convictions, even when
this is difficult, that is, when the consequences are unpleasant states.
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Professional integrity is a sub-category of individual integrity and very
much a matter of the extent to which a person displays personal integrity in
professional life. The term 'professional integrity' is often used to refer to
conduct in carrying out a work role that is in accordance with commonly
accepted general principles of the profession and the specific codes or
guidance produced by professional bodies. Professional integrity can be
described as a process of continuous reflexive sense making which may
even involve re-evaluating and giving up previously held ideals and
principles. There are clear role obligations to employers, clients, and
professional groups with whom they are legitimately engaged. However,
wherever beliefs and values vary from those of the individual, there is bound
to be some kind of compromise, and how this compromise is worked out and
enacted can be seen as the business of manifesting integrity. Thus
professional integrity might not necessarily be the most clearly manifested in
the person with the strongest conscience or the most strongly held set of
values that brook no compromise. Professional integrity is greater if it not just
following the demands of the profession, but doing so in such a way that will
not diminish others' live.
V. We Are Responsible For Our Own Self:
Integrity is how somebody lives their life. In this life we live, we face
choices every day that only we can answer. We dictate how we run our own
lives, and the way we run them defines us. If we're all forced to comply, we
would have a much safer world. Nobody forces us to do anything, and that is
the point. Our personal integrity can only be formed by one person:
ourselves. Nobody can control out integrity. They can try to sway it (and they
do almost daily), but they cannot change it unless we allow it to be
changed. We are presented with choices every day. Many are easy to
make and cause very little stress, but some choices can be extremely
difficult and have significant consequences. The difference between
making the right choice or the wrong one is often determined be a person's
character, which is based upon the qualities of integrity, responsibility, and
honesty. Gaining an understanding of these three character traits and how
to build them is critical to creating a lifetime of positive outcomes. Integrity is
one of the six essential qualities that are the key to success. The other five are
sincerity, humility, courtesy, wisdom, and charity. Integrity is about doing
what is right rather than what is appropriate.
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7.0

“INTEGRITY”
-by Sri Rizwan Ahmed K
Asst. Tech./C&W/NVU/SWR

People with integrity tell the truth and act in a sincere way. They treat people
equally and take responsibility for their own feelings and actions. Integrity is more
than just being honest; it's acting ethically, consistently, and in a trustworthy
manner.
Integrity is more than just being trustworthy. It is a way of strengthening your
reputation, letting others builds trust in you, and ultimately letting you achieve more
because you have the respect, admiration, and trust of others. A person of the
highest integrity would never lie or deceive, and would do their best at the tasks
given. Integrity is one of the fundamental values that employers seek in the
employees that they hire. It is the hallmark of a person who demonstrates sound
moral and ethical principles at work. A person who has integrity lives his or her
values in relationships with co-workers,
How To Incorporate Honesty And Integrity At Your Work Place
l
Keep

your word. If you want to establish a solid reputation you must deliver
on your promises. ...

l
Keep your commitments. ...
l
Pay attention to your environment. ...
l
Stay focused. ...
l
Surround yourself with honest people. ...
l
Take responsibility. ...
l
Respect your supervisors and co-workers…

Encourage Integrity:
People with integrity often have the same characteristics: they're humble,
they have a strong sense of self, they have high self-esteem, and they're selfconfident. These characteristics are important, because, sometimes, you'll be
under intense pressure from others to make the wrong choice.
Work on building and improving these characteristics within yourself, so that
you have the strength and courage to do the right thing when the time comes.
Build and self esteem, and work on developing character. Spend time getting to
know yourself, and what you believe in. Develop friendships and work relationships
with others who demonstrate integrity, and who will support your decisions.
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9.0

DIFFERENT FACETS OF INTEGRITY
A compilation by
Ms. M.N. Amudaveni, PS-I/SWR

l
Integrity is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching - C.S. Lewis
l
With

integrity, you have nothing to fear, since you have nothing to hide. With
integrity, you will do the right thing, so you will have no guilt - Zig Ziglar

l
Integrity

is not something you show others. It is how you behave behind their

back- Anonymous
l
Integrity is choosing courage over comfort; choosing what is right over what is

fun, fast, or easy; and choosing to practice our values rather than simply
professing them - Brene Brown
l
Integrity

is choosing your thoughts and actions based on values rather than
personal gain - Anonymous

l
Wisdom is knowing the right path to take. Integrity is taking it- Anonymous
l
No matter how educated, talented, rich or cool you believe you are, how you

treat people tells all. Integrity is everything - Anonymous
l
Integrity

is making sure that the things you say and the things you do are in
alignment - Katrina Mayer

l
Whoever

is careless with the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with
important matters - Albert Einstein

l
The integrity of men is to be measured by their conduct, not by their professions

- Junius
l
The things

you do when no one's looking are the things that define you.

- Anonymous
l
Have

the courage to say no. Have the courage to face the truth. Do the right
thing because it is right. These are the magic keys to living your life with integrity.

W. Clement Stone
l
Live so that when your children think of fairness, caring, and integrity they think

of you - H. Jackson Brown
l
Honesty and integrity are absolutely essential for success in life and anyone can

develop both qualities - Anonymous
l
There is no higher value in our society than integrity - Arlen Specter
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l
True heroes are made of hard work and integrity - Hope Solo
l
Honor your commitments with integrity - Les Brown
l
Integrity is your destiny-it is the light that guides your way - Plato
l
Integrity

without knowledge is weak and useless, and knowledge without
integrity is dangerous and dreadful - Samuel Johnson

l
Real

integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody's going to know
whether you did it or not - Oprah Winfrey

l
Integrity is keeping
David Jeremiah
l
Laws control
Mark Twain

a commitment even after circumstances have changed -

the lesser man… Right conduct controls the greater one -

l
Truth allows you to live with integrity. Everything you do and say shows the world

who you really are. Let it be the Truth - Oprah Winfrey
l
The time is always right to do what is right - Martin Luther King, Jr.
l
One person of integrity can make a difference

- Elie Wiesel

l
If you

have integrity, nothing else matters. If you don't have integrity, nothing
else matters - Alan K. Simpson

l
To give

real service you must add something which cannot be bought or
measured with money, and that is sincerity and integrity - Douglas Adams

l
Honest

communication is built on truth and integrity and upon respect of the
one for the other. Benjamin E. Mays

l
The greatness

of a man is not in how much wealth he acquires, but in his
integrity and his ability to affect those around him positively - Bob Marley

l
Integrity is the first step to true greatness - Charles Simmons
l
Let me

define a leader. He must have vision and passion and not be afraid of
any problem. Instead, he should know how to defeat it. Most importantly, he
must work with integrity - A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

l
Moral

authority comes from following universal and timeless principles like
honesty, integrity, treating people with respect - Stephen Covey
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l
Openness, respect, integrity - these are principles that need to underpin pretty

much every other decision that you make - Justin Trudeau
l
The high road is always respected. Honesty and integrity are always rewarded

- Scott Hamilton
l
Honesty and integrity are absolutely essential for success in life - all areas of life.

The really good news is that anyone can develop both honesty and integrity Zig Ziglar
l
The strength of a nation derives from the integrity of the home - Confucius
l
Perhaps

the surest test of an individual's integrity is his refusal to do or say
anything that would damage his self-respect - Thomas S. Monson

l
Your

personal integrity, once established and earned, people don't have to
think about it. They know. They know you'll do the right thing every time - Rex

Tillerson
l
Nothing
integrity

is at last sacred but the integrity of our own mind - Calamity is the test of

l
Subtlety may deceive you; integrity never will

- Oliver Cromwell

l
One of the truest tests of Integrity is its blunt refusal to be compromised. - Chinua
Achebe
l
Live with integrity, respect the rights of other people, and follow your own bliss Nathaniel Branden
l
Integrity
Meyer

means that you are the same in public as you are in private - Joyce

l
Image is what people think we are. Integrity is what we really are - John C. Maxwell
l
Integrity is doing what is right and truthful, and doing as you say you would do Roy T. Bennett
l
Trust is the byproduct of integrity - Zig Ziglar
l
Integrity

is choosing your thoughts and actions based on values rather than
personal gain - Chris Karcher

l
He who

walks with integrity walks securely, but he who perverts his ways will
become known. Proverbs 10:9
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l
Supporting the truth, even when it is unpopular, shows the capacity for honesty

and integrity - Steve Brunk horst
l
Integrity is a concept of consistency of actions, values, methods, measures and

principles, expectations and outcomes. It can be regarded as the opposite of
hypocrisy - Anonymous
l
Integrity

is conforming reality to our words – in other words, keeping promises
and fulfilling expectations- Stephen Covey

l
Respect those who tell the truth no matter how hard it is. Integrity is everything –
Anonymous
l
Integrity is holding fast to our convictions regardless of the consequences and

never compromising our ideals or values, even if it affects the bottom line.
Gail Lynne Goodwn
l
To give

real service, you must add something which cannot be bought or
measured with money, and that is sincerity and integrity - Douglas Adams

l
Integrity

– It is not what we profess in public, but where we walk and what we
practice in Secret that gives us integrity -Sir Francis Bacon

l
Authenticity

requires a certain measure of vulnerability, transparency, and

integrity - Janet Louise Stepenson
l
Being

a person of Integrity doesn't mean being perfect, it means being
authentic – Anonymous

l
Develop your character so that you are a person of Integrity - Peter Cain
l
Integrity is what we do, what we say and what we say we do – Jan Caler.
l
Integrity lies in doing what one speaks, speaking what one does – M.K.Soni
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10.0

“SUCCESS WILL COME AND GO,
BUT INTEGRITY IS FOREVER”
-by Sri Manoj R. Kodachwad
OS, SDGM/O/UBL/SWR

If I could only live by one value, it would be this: Success will come and
go, but integrity is forever.
Integrity means doing the right thing at all times and in all circumstances,
whether or not anyone is watching. It takes having the courage to do the right
thing, no matter what the consequences will be. Building a reputation of
integrity takes years, but it takes only a second to lose, so never allow yourself to
ever do anything that would damage your integrity.
We live in a world where integrity isn't talked about nearly enough. We
live in a world where “the end justifies the means” has become an acceptable
thought for far too many.
Every one person who trusts you will spread the word of that trust to at
least a few of their associates, and word of your character will spread like
wildfire. The value of the trust others have in you is far beyond anything that can
be measured. For entrepreneurs it means investors that are willing to trust them
with their money. For employees it means a manager or a boss that is willing to
trust them with additional responsibility and growth opportunities. For
companies it means customers that trust giving them more and more business.
For you it means having an army of people that are willing to go the extra mile
to help you because they know that recommending you to others will never
bring damage to their own reputation of integrity. Yes, the value of the trust
others have in you goes beyond anything that can be measured because it
brings along with it limitless opportunities and endless possibilities.
Contrast that with the person who cannot be trusted as a person of
integrity. Warren Buffet, Chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway said it best:,
“In looking for people to hire, look for three qualities: integrity, intelligence, and
energy. And if they don't have the first one, the other two will kill you.” A person's
dishonesty will eventually catch up to them. It may not be today, and it may not
be for many years, but you can rest assured that at some point there will always
be a reckoning.
A word of advice to those who are striving for a reputation of integrity:
Avoid those who are not trustworthy. Do not do business with them. Do not
associate with them. Do not make excuses for them. Do not allow yourself to
get enticed into believing that “while they may be dishonest with others, they
would never be dishonest with me.” If someone is dishonest in any aspect of his
life you can be guaranteed that he will be dishonest in many aspects of his life.
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You cannot dismiss even those little acts of dishonesty, such as the person who
takes two newspapers from the stand when they paid for only one. After all, if a
person cannot be trusted in the simplest matters of honesty then how can they
possibly be trusted to uphold lengthy and complex business contracts?
It is important to realize that others pay attention to those you have
chosen to associate with, and they will inevitably judge your character by the
character of your friends. Why is that? It is best explained by a quote my father
often says when he is reminding me to be careful of the company I am keeping:
“When you lie down with dogs you get fleas.” Inevitably we become more and
more like the people we surround ourselves with day to day. If we surround
ourselves with people who are dishonest and willing to cut corners to get
ahead, then we'll surely find ourselves following a pattern of first enduring their
behaviour, then accepting their behaviour, and finally adopting their
behaviour. If you want to build a reputation as a person of integrity then
surround yourself with people of integrity.
'Do what is right, let the consequence follow'. This message serve me as a
daily reminder that success will indeed come and go, but integrity is forever.
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11.0

DON'T SEARCH THESE 10 THINGS
ON GOOGLE TO STAY SAFE
Gadgets Now Bureau
Sep 16, 2019 (gadgetsnow.com)

Majority of internet users have the habit of opening on a Google Search
window to get any information that they want. From basic food recipes to
online banking and money transfer or even buying medicines, everything is just
a Google search away.
Having said that, it is important to understand that Google doesn't
create this content. It is simply an online platform where you find websites that
offer you the information that you need. So, everything that you see or learn by
searching on Google doesn't necessarily has to be correct and accurate. Here
are the 10 most common things you should avoid searching on Google.
1. Avoid searching for your bank's online banking websites on Google
It is highly advisable not to do a Google search to find your bank's online
banking website unless you know the exact official URL. Always, enter the
official URL of your bank's online banking portal to access site to stay safe. This is
because chances of phishing increasing drastically in which you might enter
your bank's login ID and password on a website that may just look like the bank's
official website and could be a phishing site instead.
2. Never search for customer care numbers of companies on Google
Fraudsters post fake business listings and customer care numbers on
websites to make gullible people believe that these are original customer care
numbers to scam them. Customer care number search is one of the most
common scams on Google
3. Never search apps and software on Google to download them
For mobile apps, always search for apps on official app stores like
Google Play for Android and App Store for iPhones. Searching apps on Google
might lead to fake app installations with malware content.
4. Never search for medicines or medical symptoms on Google
It is highly advisable not to skip the doctor and rely on Google search
information to know about a disease while you are sick. Also, it is dangerous to
buy medicines based on the information you find on Google.
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5. Always avoid searching for serious advice and guide on personal finances and
stock market
Like health, personal finance is unique for each. There can never be one
investment plan that will make everyone rich. So, avoid taking advice from
Google search results while investing.
6. Government websites are easy scam targets, avoid searching for them on
Google
Like banking websites, government websites like municipality tax,
hospitals, etc are prime targets of scammers. As it is difficult to identify which
website is original always opt to directly visit any particular government website
instead of searching for it on Google.
7. Never search for social media websites on Google to login
It is always advisable to access social media accounts by directly typing
the URL in the address box of your browser instead searching for the login page
on Google as this might lead to phishing.
8. Avoid searching for e-commerce websites or offers on Google
Fake web pages of so-called offers on e-commerce websites have
flooded Google search. This is another classic scam in which people are lured
with attract deals to click on malicious websites to steal their online banking
login details.
9. Never search for free antivirus apps or software on Google
Avoid searching for Antivirus apps or software on Google as there are
scores of fake products out there and it becomes difficult to identify the original
ones.
10. Avoid searching for Coupon codes on Google to get discounts
If you get a Coupon code for discount on shopping then it's fine else
don't go out hunting for it on Google as you might land on fake websites which
might sell fake coupons to you at a cheap price and then steal your banking
details.
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12.0

ETHICAL WORKING
FOR COMMERCIAL STAFF
The front line staff of Commercial Dept and Operating Dept should

carefully avoid the following to ensure Ethical Work Culture.
1. Not declaring correct personal cash while signing on at the start, with
denominations, in legible manner, under clear signature in the system, EFTs and
in the respective register. Not following the proper procedure when the
personal cash exceeds the laid down ceiling.
2. Not issuing EFT for the amount collected.
3. Violation of priority while allotting vacant berths.
4. Not entering booking details and or traveling details on the face of the railway
passes.
5. Not checking the identity of passengers with original ID. (encouraging
impersonation)
6. Not checking the allotted coaches thoroughly for entire length of journey.
7. Getting down enroute without completing beat
8. Not following the link as per roaster.
9. Not remitting cash immediately on completion of beat.
10. Not submitting returns to traffic accounts at the appropriate time.
11. Holding more than the permissible number of EFT books and Rough Journal
Books.
12. Not wearing uniform and name badge, to hide identity
13. Using EFTs issued to others without getting them transferred to his name.
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14. Using single side carbon
15. Creating false record in accounts and record foils different from passenger foil.
16. Not cooperating with supervisory & officers and vigilance during checks.
17. Don't allow unauthorized vendors.
18. Not Checking travel authority of bedroll and OBHS staff.
19. Don't deny balance amount to passengers.
20. Not to make any manual entries on UTS ticket.
21. Not checking the mismatch of ticket stock no and printed number in UTS and
PRS tickets.

NO MATTER HOW EDUCATED,
TALENTED, RICH OR COOL
YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE,
HOW YOU TREAT PEOPLE
ULTIMATELY TELLS ALL.

INTEGRITY IS EVERYTHING.
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13.0

GLOSSARY
by Transparency International

1.

Access to information /
Right to information

The right by law – often through freedom of
information legislation (acts or laws) – to
access key facts and data from the
government and any public body based on
the notion that citizens can obtain
information which is in the possession of the
state.

2.

Accountability

The concept that individuals, agencies and
organisations (public, private and civil
society) are held responsible for reporting
their activities and executing their powers
properly. It also includes the responsibility for
money or other entrusted property.

3.

Asset recovery

Asset recovery is the legal process through
which a country, government and/or its
citizens recover from another jurisdiction the
resources and other assets that were stolen
through corruption.

4.

Audit

An internal or external examination of an
organisation's accounts, processes, functions
and performance to produce an
independent and credible assessment of
their compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.

5.

Bribery

The offering, promising, giving, accepting or
soliciting of an advantage as an inducement
for an action which is illegal, unethical or a
breach of trust. Inducements can take the
form of gifts, loans, fees, rewards or other
advantages (taxes, services, donations,
favours etc.).

6.

Code of conduct

Statement of principles and values that
establishes a set of expectations and
standards for how an organisation,
government body, company, affiliated
group or individual will behave, including
minimal levels of compliance and disciplinary
actions for the organisation, its staff and
volunteers.
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7.

Collusion

A secret agreement between parties, in the
public and/or private sector, to conspire to
commit actions aimed to deceive or commit
fraud with the objective of illicit financial gain.
The parties involved often are referred to as
'cartels'.

8.

Compliance

Refers to the procedures, systems or
departments within public agencies or
companies that ensure all legal, operational
and financial activities are in conformity with
current laws, rules, norms, regulations, standards
and public expectations.

9.

Corruption

The abuse of entrusted power for private gain.
Corruption can be classified as grand, petty
and political, depending on the amounts of
money lost and the sector where it occurs.

10.

Debarment

Procedure where companies and individuals
are excluded from participating or tendering
projects. Governments and multilateral
agencies use this process to publicly punish
businesses, NGOs, countries or individuals found
guilty of unethical or unlawful behaviour.

11.

Disclosure

Provision of information as required under law or
in good faith, regarding activities of a private
individual, public official, company or
organisation. Information can include a political
candidate's assets, a company's financial
reports, an NGO's donors or a whistleblower's
accusations.

12.

Embezzlement

When a person holding office in an
institution, organisation or company dishonestly
and illegally appropriates, uses or traffics the
funds and goods they have been entrusted with
for personal enrichment or other activities.

13.

Ethics

Based on core values and norms, a set of
standards for conduct in government,
companies and society that guides decisions,
choices and actions.
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14.

Facilitation payments

A small bribe, also called a 'facilitating',
'speed' or 'grease' payment; made to secure
or expedite the performance of a routine or
necessary action to which the payer has
legal or other entitlement.

15.

Fraud

To cheat. The offence of intentionally
deceiving someone in order to gain an unfair
or illegal advantage (financial, political or
otherwise). Countries consider such offences
to be criminal or a violation of civil law.

16.

Governance

A concept that goes beyond the
traditional notion of government to focus on
the relationships between leaders, public
institutions and citizens, including the
processes by which they make and
implement decisions. The term can also be
applied to companies and NGOs.
Good' governance is characterised as
being participatory, accountable,
transparent, efficient, responsive and
inclusive, respecting the rule of law and
minimising opportunities for corruption.

17.

Grand corruption

The abuse of high-level power that
benefits the few at the expense of the many,
and causes serious and widespread harm to
individuals and society. It often goes
unpunished.

18.

Illicit financial flows

Illicit financial flows describe the
movement of money that is illegally acquired,
transferred or spent across borders. The
sources of the funds of these cross-border
transfers come in three forms: corruption,
such as bribery and theft by government
officials; criminal activities, such as drug
trading, human trafficking, illegal arms sales
and more; and tax evasion and transfer
mispricing.

19.

Integrity

Behaviours and actions consistent with a
set of moral or ethical principles and
standards, embraced by individuals as well as
institutions, that create a barrier to corruption.
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20.

Lobbying

Any activity carried out to influence a
government or institution's policies and
decisions in favour of a specific cause or
outcome. Even when allowed by law, these
acts can become distortive if
disproportionate levels of influence exist – by
companies, associations, organisations and
individuals.

21.

Money laundering

Money laundering is the process of
concealing the origin, ownership or
destination of illegally or dishonestly obtained
money by hiding it within legitimate
economic activities to make them appear
legal.

22.

Mutual legal
assistance (MLA)

Mutual Legal Assistance is the formal process
of cooperation between two or more
jurisdictions, for example on cross-border
money laundering, asset recovery and tax
evasion cases. Through this cooperation,
which is usually enacted through a treaty, a
state can ask for and receive assistance in
gathering information and evidence from
private and public sources for use in official
investigations and prosecutions.

23.

National Integrity
Systems

A holistic approach to analyse both the
extent and causes of corruption in a
particular country by looking at the system of
checks and balances and institutional pillars
that form a society, including the executive,
legislature, judiciary, ombudsman, media,
civil society and business sector.

24.

Nepotism

Form of favouritism based on acquaintances
and familiar relationships whereby someone
in an official position exploits his or her power
and authority to provide a job or favour to a
family member or friend, even though he or
she may not be qualified or deserving.

25.

Oversight

The process of independently monitoring and
investigating – internally or externally – the
operations and activities of a government
agency, company or civil society
organisation to ensure accountability and
efficient use of resources.
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26.

Pacts

Voluntary agreement among different
parties (i.e. businesses, government
agencies, contract bidders) to formally
commit to mutually-agreed 'rules of the
game', including the refusal to engage in
bribery and the promise to uphold human
rights.

27.

Patronage

Form of favouritism in which a person is
selected, regardless of qualifications or
entitlement, for a job or government benefit
because of affiliations or connections.

28.

Petty corruption

Everyday abuse of entrusted power by public
officials in their interactions with ordinary
citizens, who often are trying to access basic
goods or services in places like hospitals,
schools, police departments and other
agencies.

29.

Rule of law

Legal and political systems, structures and
practices that condition a government's
actions to protect citizens' rights and liberties,
maintain law and order, and encourage the
effective functioning of the country.

30.

Solicitation

The act of a person asking, ordering or
enticing someone else to commit bribery or
another crime.

31.

State capture

A situation where powerful individuals,
institutions, companies or groups within or
outside a country use corruption to influence
a nation's policies, legal environment and
economy to benefit their own private
interests.

32.

Transparency

Characteristic of governments, companies,
organisations and individuals of being open in
the clear disclosure of information, rules,
plans, processes and actions.

33.

Whistleblowing

Making a disclosure in the public interest by
an employee, director or external person, in
an attempt to reveal neglect or abuses within
the activities of an organisation, government
body or company (or one of its business
partners) that threaten public interest, its
integrity and reputation.
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14.0

CASE STUDIES
by Shri Nitish Kumar Ranjan,
Dy.CVO (Engg.)/SWR

Case Study No. I.
Detection of supply of substandard quality CMS Crossings:
1. Background:
As per source information it was alleged that the CMS crossings supplied by
a contractor, were of very poor quality/ workmanship/ reconditioned one and
unfit to put on track for a safe and smooth running of trains. Therefore, a
preventive Check was conducted at P.Way Depot, Hubli to ascertain the
quality of Cast Manganese Steel Crossings (CMS crossings) as per IRS
Specification IRS: T-29-2016 on 10 & 11.01.2019.
2. Investigation:
In the Hubli P. way depot 142 No's of newly supplied CMS crossings were
available in which following major defects were found:
a. Blow holes:
A large number of blow holes were visible in the crossing at near web
head junction area and at the top surface of crossings. Some of the blow holes
were even tried to be covered by some foreign materials. These blow holes
have made the crossings weaker in countering the stresses and moments
generated at that location of crossings under dynamic forces.
b. Deep cut / grooves on the surface:
On the entire top surface of crossings taken as sample for joint
proceedings, irregular deep cut marks / grooves were available on gauge as
well as non-gauge face. At flange portion of fishing area also, random sharp
undulations on surface are available, which reflects badly finished surface or
rather looks manually chiselled surfaces with poor workmanship. These
rough/grooved/undulated surfaces are the location of localised pockets of
stress concentration. Under dynamic forces on track these sharp cut type
marks available on the crossings will develop multiple stress concentration
zones, leading to sudden fracture of crossings while in service. Hence safety
would have been highly compromised if they are put in to track.
c. Highly Rough top surfaces
Top surface of supplied CMS crossing was found highly rough. This
surface increases the probability of mounting of wheels over the railway tracks
leading to derailment.
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d. Poorly finished End surface
End surfaces were not milling machine finished. That makes it impossible
to get gapless joint with this kind of end surfaces. That non-availability of
gapless joint leads to rough/noisy running over crossing and sudden fracture in
fish placed zone which can cause derailment also.
e. Deviation from RDSO (The Research, Design & Standard Organization)
Drawings:
Near fishing zone, a channel type of surface was created in flange
portion. It was in a complete deviation from the standard RDSO design T-4734.
This leads to accumulation of water and other droplets in flange portion of
crossing.
f. Crossings surface is out of plan
Entire body of crossing was not in same horizontal plan. Central portion of
crossing was higher up to 3-4 mm than both end, making entire body as convex
one. In this case central position will keep hammering to sleepers, rubber pad
while in service leading to breakage of crossings, sleepers, rubber pad &
fittings. In some of the crossings bottom surface were not in same plane and
cross sectional ends were found higher than middle one. In such crossings
holding of fittings will not be available for crossings portion and it will be in
floating condition under dynamic forces.
g. Undulations at liner seating area
Surface in crossing at liners seating area were highly uneven and it would
not allow proper seating of liners over crossing. Hence, required toe load would
not be available for holding a track to counter the dynamic forces generated.
Using such crossings will not only lead to failure of assets but derailment too.
h. Sag/bulge/chiselled cut at nose location
In some of the crossings Sag, bulge and/or manually chiselled cut was
found near nose of the crossings area. Depression marks were also found in
some other top running surface of crossings. This defect add on unbalanced
dynamic forces over crossings and hence was not acceptable from safety
point of view.
I. Horizontal surface cracks
In some of the stacked crossings, short length as well as length horizontal
surface cracks were visible, which attracts rejection for class I materials.
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j. Sharp abrupt change of surfaces
There were sharp abrupt change in surface found at critical locations in
crossings supplied. One of such condition was at the location where fish plates
are fixed with crossing. Abrupt change in profile stops the smooth transitions of
stress and creates stress concentration locations. That was not acceptable
from safety point of view.
k. Reconditioned material
Profile of few of CMS crossings indicates that nose area was
reconditioned. That gives impression of utilizing old CMS crossings after
reconditioning.
l. Other defects
Many other isolated but serious defects like spread of molten material
over surfaces, elongated drilled holes, sharp cuts, irregular spread over dents
marks poorly finished web corners and worst kind of painting were also found
which are highly unacceptable for Class I material.
Some sample images are shown below:

Badly Chiselled
marks on the nose.

Blowholes
in the web portion.
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CUPPING IN
FLANGE PORTION.

SHARP GROOVED MARKS
IN HEAD PORTION.

In addition to defects found above, following two major irregularities were also
found
a. Para 16.1 of IRS: T29-2016 reads as ”Crossing thus cleared shall be offered to
the inspecting official for necessary stamping with inspecting official's steel
stamp insignia. Inspection stamp shall be marked on top surface of the left
hand wing 25mm away from heel end”. Whereas, in none of the crossings
supplied under this P.O. steel stamp insignia of inspecting officials were
found. This indicates that either inspecting officials had deliberately not
stamped insignia on crossings to have benefit of doubt later on during any
investigation or physical inspection of crossings were not being done.
b. QAP of firm approved on 28.09.2015 was as per IRS T 29-2000 whereas P.O. is
issued as per latest RDSO specification IRS T 29-2016.
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Action Taken On Investigation Report:
a. Based on the investigation report responsibility on the above irregularities
were attributed to 5 No. of officials of RDSO as 100% test check was done
RDSO.
b. PCE/SWR has referred the matter to ED (Track) / RB and RDSO to take up the
case further wherein it was mentioned that only 2 of the CMS crossings were
found without any defect out 263 Nos. supplied. RDSO has initiated action
for the rectification / replacement of the substandard CMS crossings.
c. Temporary supply of manufacturing firms were suspended and quality
audit of firm was done by RDSO. RDSO has conducted meeting with all CMS
crossing suppliers over IR and advised them to make a provision of Miller
Machines at the manufacturing plants across India to ensure proper profile
as per standard specifications and to remove surface defects in CMS
crossings.
d. Case is handed over to RDSO Vigilance Directorate for further action.

Case Study No. II
Excess Payment On Fictitious Measurements At Savanur Railway Station:
1. Background:
During preventive check in execution of retaining wall work at SVNR station
over South Western Railway, it was found that the retaining wall for a length of
569m was constructed and out of which payment for a length of 391.00 m was
already made. It is found that mass concrete was used for the construction of
retaining wall.
2. Investigation:
For investigation, excavation was done below the ground level and a
structure available below the ground was compared with drawing of retaining
wall adopted for the execution. During investigation it was found that there
was deviation from the drawing adopted for the execution and the dimension
of foundation was found much lesser than the stipulated drawing. However, in
measurement book dimensions were recorded as per the drawings adopted.
By recording above fake measurements total Rs1.12Cr. excess payment was
made to contractor.
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Executive Engineer of Construction Unit and Sr. Section Engineer (works)
were found responsible for excess payment by fake measurements.
3. Action Taken On Investigation Report:
a. Recovery of Rs.1.12 Crore has been initiated by Construction Unit.
b. Case is referred to Railway Board for 1st stage advice.

Case Study No. III
Vehicle Under Pass under design
1. Background:
Investigation was done on a PIDR complaint for the allegation of poor
quality construction and adoption of non RDSO drawing for a VUP (vehicle
underpass) for ROB (road over bridge) in Yelahanka –Penukonda section of
SWR Construction Organisation. It was also alleged that due to inferior quality of
work sag has occurred in the top slab of the VUP and it was subsequently
attended by support of 12 numbers of column using cribs & rail post.
2. Investigation:
Investigation reveals that there was no RDSO approved drawing was
available for the construction 4m x 7m dimension of VUP. Because of this
Construction Unit has gone for adoption of consultant designed VUP which was
further proof checked by a faculty of IISc / Bangalore. During analysis of design
details submitted, it was found that earth load and RE panel load over the VUP
is missing in the load calculation part. In view of this finding, designing of VUP
was rechecked with experts and it was found that the VUP was under designed
and because of this sag / deflection has occurred. Since, this design was proof
checked from reputed institution i.e. IISc/Bangalore, a background check of
consultant and Professor was done by Vigilance unit and surprisingly it was
found that Professor who had proof checked was not having expertise in this
field. His expertise, his research and his area of consultancy is found in the field
of geotechnical engineering only. It was also found that this design was not
proof checked by Railway department because of existing instruction at the
time of not doing internal proof check of the designs which are already proof
checked by reputed institution like IIT / IISc. Additional observation by SWR
vigilance at site revealed that in isolated patches RE panels were found
disturbed and on enquiry it has come to light that during monsoon when work
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was under progress, these RE panels had collapsed. While re-fixing these RE
panels, reinforcement rods are pierced through one end to other end across
the road to provide holding support.
It was also concluded after investigation that though there is no sign of
instability of ROB on account of these disturbed RE panels as of now but
considering the long run utility and design life of structure, a stability analysis for
the same from expert was recommended.
3. Action taken on the investigation report:
a. CAO/Construction has revised the instruction of internal proof checking for
the design already proof checked by reputed institutions and now all
designs are invariably proof checked internally.
b. Suitable action recommended to CVC against the concerned
consultancy firm who has designed the structure, firm who has hired
consultant and Faculty of IISc / Bangalore who were found responsible for
designing and checking the stability of the structure.

ase Study No. IV
Irregularities in accountal of materials at P.way Depot:
1. Background:
Preventive Check was conducted to ascertain the physical stock of
Permanent way (P.way) materials as per ledger in the store of SSE /P.Way
/Depot at Arisikere station of Mysore division of South Western Railway.
2. Investigation:
As per the investigation of ledger balance & ground balance available
in the depot it was found that there were excess of 5,251 numbers of Elastic Rail
Clips and shortage of 645 One meter Fish plates (60 kg).
As per the statement of Sr. Section Engineer of Depot (in-charge official),
shortage of 645 Nos. of One meter 60 Kg fish plates was due to shortage in the
supply received from the supplier. But, Vigilance team has found that in ledger
full quantity was accounted received. The money value for these 645 Nos. fish
plate was estimated to the tune of Rs. 20.59 lakhs.
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It is concluded that in the collusion with supplier, SSE/P.way Depot has
received lesser quantity of fish plates and recorded it as full quantity with ulterior
motive and malafide intention. This caused huge revenue losses to the
Railways and compromised the safety as many over aged fish plates could not
be renewed due to shortage of fish plates.
3. Action on the investigation report:
An amount of Rs.20.59 lakhs due to railways recovered and necessary
DAR action has been initiated against SSE/P.way/Depot/ASK who was
responsible for these irregularities.
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15.0

PROVISIONS ON INTEGRITY
UNDER WORKS CONTRACT

General Conditions of Contract
18.(1) Illegal Gratification:
Any bribe, commission, gift or advantage given, promised or offered by
or on behalf of the Contractor or his partner or agent or servant or anyone on his
behalf, to any officer or employee of the Railway or to any person on his behalf
in relation to obtaining or execution of this or any other contract with the
Railway shall, in addition to any criminal liability which he may incur, subject
Contractor to the rescission of the contract and all other contracts with the
Railway and to the payment of any loss or damage resulting from such decision
and the Railway shall be entitled to deduct the amounts so payable from the
Contractor's bills/Security Deposit or any other dues of Contractor with the
Government of India.
18.(2)
The Contractor shall not lend or borrow from or have or enter into any
monitory dealings or transactions either directly or indirectly with any employee
of the Railway and if he shall do so, the Railway shall be entitled forthwith to
rescind the contract and all other contracts with the Railway. Any question or
dispute as to the commission of any such offence or compensation payable to
the Railway under this Clause shall be settled by the General Manager of the
Railway, in such a manner as he shall consider fit & sufficient and his decision
shall be final & conclusive. In the event of rescission of the contract under this
Clause, the Contractor will not be paid any compensation whatsoever except
payments for the work done upto the date of rescission.

FOLLY IS CLINGING
TO WHAT IS HARMFUL,
AND LEAVING
WHAT IS FRUITFUL.
- Tirukkural
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16.0

CYBER SECURITY

Cyber Security Techniques
There are many cyber security techniques to combat the cyber security
attacks. The ext section discusses some of the popular techniques to counter
the cyber attacks.
1. Authentication
It is a process of identifying an individual and ensuring that the individual
is the same who he/she claims to be. A typical method for authentication over
internet is via username and password. With the increase in the reported cases
of cyber crime by identity theft over internet, the organizations have made
some additional arrangements for authentication like One Time Password
(OTP), as the name suggest it is a password which can be used one time only
and is sent to the user as an SMS or an email at the mobile number/email
address that he have specified during the registration process. It is known as
two-factor authentication method and requires two type of evidence to
authentication an individual to provide an extra layer of security for
authentication. Some other popular techniques for two-way authentication
are: biometric data, physical token, etc. which are used in conjunction with
username and password.
The authentication becomes more important in light of the fact that
today the multinational organizations have changed the way the business was
to be say, 15 years back. They have offices present around the Globe, and an
employee may want an access which is present in a centralized sever. Or an
employee is working from home and not using the office intranet and wants an
access to some particular file present in the office network. The system needs to
authenticate the user and based on the credentials of that user, may or may
not provide access to the used to the information he requested. The process of
giving access to an individual to certain resources based on the credentials of
an individual is known as authorization and often this process is go hand-inhand with authorization. Now, one can easily understand the role of strong
password for authorization to ensure cyber security as an easy password can
be a cause of security flaw and can bring the whole organization at high risk.
Therefore, the password policy of an organization should be such that
employees are forced to use strong passwords (more than 12 characters and
combination of lowercase and uppercase alphabets along with numbers and
special characters) and prompt user to change their password frequently. In
some of the bigger organizations or an organization which deals in sensitive
information like defence agencies, financial institutions, planning commissions,
etc. a hybrid authentication system is used which combines both the username
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and password along with hardware security measures like biometric system,
etc. Some of the larger organizations also use VPN(Virtual Private Network),
which is one of the method to provide secure access via hybrid security
authentication to the company network over internet.
2. Encryption
It is a technique to convert the data in unreadable form before
transmitting it over the internet. Only the person who have the access to the key
and convert it in the readable form and read it. Formally encryption can be
defined as a technique to lock the data by converting it to complex codes
using mathematical algorithms. The code is so complex that it even the most
powerful computer will take several years to break the code. This secure code
can safely be transmitted over internet to the destination. The receiver, after
receiving the data can decode it using the key. The decoding of the complex
code to original text using key is known as decryption. If the same key is used to
lock and unlock the data, it is known as symmetric key encryption.

In symmetric key encryption, the after coding of data, the key is sent to
the destination user via some other medium like postal service, telephone, etc.
because if the key obtained by the hacker, the security of the data is
compromised. Key distribution is a complex task because the security of key
while transmission is itself an issue. To avoid the transfer of key a method called
asymmetric key encryption, also known as public key encryption, is used. In
asymmetric key encryption, the key used to encrypt and decrypt data are
different. Every user posse's two keys viz. public key and private key. As the
name suggest, the public key of every user is known to everyone but the private
key is known to the particular user, who own the key, only. Suppose sender A
wants to send a secret message to receiver B through internet. A will encrypt
the message using B?s public key, as the public key is known to everyone. Once
the message is encrypted, the message can safely be send to B over internet.
As soon as the message is received by B, he will use his private key to decrypt
the message and regenerate the original message.
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3. Digital Signatures
It is a technique for validation of data. Validation is a process of certifying
the content of a document. The digital signatures not only validate the data
but also used for authentication. The digital signature is created by encrypting
the data with the private key of the sender. The encrypted data is attached
along with the original message and sent over the internet to the destination.
The receiver can decrypt the signature with the public key of the sender. Now
the decrypted message is compared with the original message. If both are
same, it signifies that the data is not tempered and also the authenticity of the
sender is verified as someone with the private key(which is known to the owner
only) can encrypt the data which was then decrypted by his public key. If the
data is tempered while transmission, it is easily detected by the receiver as the
data will not be verified. Moreover, the massage cannot be re-encrypted after
tempering as the private key, which is posses only by the original sender, is
required for this purpose.
As more and more documents are transmitted over internet, digital
signatures are essential part of the legal as well as the financial transition. It not
only provides the authentication of a person and the validation of the
document, it also prevents the denial or agreement at a later stage. Suppose a
shareholder instructs the broker via email to sell the share at the current price.
After the completion of the transaction, by any chance, the shareholder
reclaims the shares by claiming the email to be forge or bogus. To prevent
these unpleasant situations, the digital signatures are used.
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4. Antivirus
There are verities of malicious programs like virus, worms, trojan horse, etc
that are spread over internet to compromise the security of a computer either
to destroy data stored into the computer or gain financial benefits by sniffing
passwords etc. To prevent these malicious codes to enter to your system, a
special program called an anti-virus is used which is designed to protect the
system against virus. It not only prevents the malicious code to enter the system
but also detects and destroys the malicious code that is already installed into
the system. There are lots of new viruses coming every day. The antivirus
program regularly updates its database and provides immunity to the system
against these new viruses, worms, etc.
Different Anvirus Available On The Market

5. Firewall
It is a hardware/software which acts as a shield between an
organization's network and the internet and protects it from the threats like
virus, malware, hackers, etc. It can be used to limit the persons who can have
access to your network and send information to you.
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There are two type of traffic in an organization viz. inbound traffic and
outbound traffic. Using firewall, it is possible to configure and monitor the traffic
of the ports. Only the packets from trusted source address can enter the
organization's network and the sources which are blacklisted and
unauthorized address are denied access to the network. It is important to have
firewalls to prevent the network from unauthorized access, but firewall does not
guarantee this until and unless it is configured correctly. A firewall can be
implemented using hardware as well as software or the combination of both
l
Hardware

Firewalls: example of hardware firewalls are routers through which
the network is connected to the network outside the organization i.e. Internet.

l
Software

Firewalls: These firewalls are installed and installed on the server and
client machines and it acts as a gateway to the organizations? network.

In the operating system like Windows 2003, Windows 2008 etc. it comes
embedded with the operating system. The only thing a user need to do is to
optimally configure the firewall according to their own requirement. The
firewalls can be configured to follow “rules” and “policies” and based on these
defined rules the firewalls can follow the following filtering mechanisms.
l
Proxy-

all the outbound traffic is routed through proxies for monitoring and
controlling the packet that are routed out of the organization.

l
Packet

Filtering- based on the rules defined in the policies each packet is
filtered by their type, port information, and source & destination information.
The example of such characteristics is IP address, Domain names, port
numbers, protocols etc. Basic packet filtering can be performed by routers.

l
Stateful

Inspection: rather than going through all the field of a packet, key
features are defined. The outgoing/incoming packets are judged based on
those defined characteristics only.

l
The firewalls

are an essential component of the organizations? network. They
not only protect the organization against the virus and other malicious code
but also prevent the hackers to use your network infrastructure to launch DOS
attacks.

6. Steganography
It is a technique of hiding secret messages in a document file, image file,
and program or protocol etc. such that the embedded message is invisible
and can be retrieved using special software. Only the sender and the receiver
know about the existence of the secret message in the image. The advantage
of this technique is that these files are not easily suspected.
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Steganography

There are many applications of steganography which includes sending
secret messages without ringing the alarms, preventing secret files from
unauthorized and accidental access and theft, digital watermarks for IPR
issues, etc
Let us discuss how the data is secretly embedded inside the cover file(
the medium like image, video, audio, etc which is used for embed secret data)
without being noticed. Let us take an example of an image file which is used as
a cover medium. Each pixel of a high resolution image is represented by 3
bytes(24 bits). If the 3 least significant bits of this 24 bits are altered and used for
hiding the data, the resultant image, after embedded the data into it, will have
un-noticeable change in the image quality and only a very experienced and
trained eyes can detect this change. In this way, every pixel can be used to
hide 3 bits of information.
Similarly, introducing a white noise in an audio file at regular or random
interval can be used to hide data in an audio or video files. There are various
free softwares available for Steganography. Some of the popular ones are:
QuickStego, Xiao, Tucows, OpenStego, etc.

(Source: Introduction to Cyber Security, Author: Dr. Jeetendra Pande, Assistant ProfessorSchool of CS & IT, Uttarakhand Open University, Haldwani)
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ANSWERS TO VIGILANCE AWARENESS QUIZ
1)

Central Vigilance Commission

2)

Sri. Sharad Kumar

3)

1964

4)

PM, Home Minister, Leader of Opposition

5)

Four years or attainment or the age of 65, whichever is earlier

6)

“Integrity – a way of life”

7)

Corruption Perceptions Index

8)

Transparency International

9)

Berlin

10) Denmark
11) Somalia
12) 78th
13) Illegal
14) Extortion
15) Misconduct
16) Bribery
17) Fraudulent
18) Integrity
19) Transparency
20) Honesty
21) Avarice
22) Watching
23) Values
24) Integrity
25) Empathy
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17.0

SWR - AT A GLANCE

1. Deterrent Vigilance:
Preventive / Surprise Checks Conducted During The Year

Closing Balance Of Preventive Checks

PREVENTIVE CHECKS SUMMARY
PCs finalized
during the year
507
366
686

Closing
Balance
320
457

457

PCs conducted
during the year
681
503
502

2018

273

1004

1163

114

2019

114

769

800

83

Year
2015
2016
2017

(Sept’19)
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Opening
Balance
146
320

52

273

2. Domain Of Complaints:
Complaints Registered During The Year

Closing Balance Of Pending Complaints

Complaint Handling Summary

Year
2015
2016
2017

Opening
Balance
133
131
119

Complaints
received
128
128
262

Investigations
finalized
130
140
287

Closing
Balance
131
119
94

94

272

345

21

21

242

241

22

2018
2019
(Sept.’19)

SANKALP - 2019

53

3. Total Number Of Investigations Concluded During The Year:
No. Of Investigations Finalized During The Year

4. Total Number Of Enquiries Finalized (non-gaz. Major Penalty Cases):
No. Of Enquiries Finalized During The Year

Enquiry Wing Performance
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
(Sept.’19)

SANKALP - 2019

Opening
Balance
15
10
21

Accrued

Finalized

14
22
62

19
11
46

Closing
Balance
10
21
37

37

41

54

24

24

22

33

13

54

5. Punitive Vigilance (no. Of Dar & Admin Action Cases Initiated):
No. Of Dar & Admin Aciton Initiated

6. Expeditious Disposal Of Dar Cases:
Closing Balance Of Dar Cases At The End Of The Year

Dar & Admin Action Cases Summary

2015

Opening
Balance
124

2016
2017

151
169

224
160

206
207

169
122

43
80

2018
2019

122

124

151

95

134

95

190

221

64

136

Year

(Sept.’19)

SANKALP - 2019

230

Closing
Balance
151

Admin
actions
59

Accrued

Finalized

257

55

VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2018

Taking Integrity Pledge

Releasing Posters
on Inaugural day

Interschool
Elocution Competition

Interschool
Elocution Competition

Sensitisation Session

Sensitisation Session

SANKALP - 2019

VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2018

Releasing Sankalp

GM/SWR
Seminar at Hubli

Interactive Session

Interactive Session

GM/SWR taking part in
Cyclathon at Hubli

GM/SWR
Cyclathon event at Hubli

SANKALP - 2019

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA
“We are what our thoughts have made us;
so take care about what you think.”

SHRI SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL
The “Iron Man” of India
(31 October 1875- 15 December 1950)
“There is something unique in this soil, which despite many obstacles
has always remained the abode of great souls.”

